Primary Source: The Evils of the Crop Lien System

In the post-Civil War South, the crop lien system allowed farmers to obtain supplies, such as food and seed, on credit from merchants; the debt was to be repaid after the crop was harvested and brought to market.

Below is an excerpt from a 1903 book written by Reverend R. H. Whitaker where he discusses the dangers of overspending and bankruptcy for farmers who go into debt. Whitaker believed not only that debt was bad but that dependence on other people -- having to buy food and clothing rather than growing or making them -- was shameful. Below he discusses the crop lien system, which he calls "crap lien."

The "crap lien," as it was called, began its career soon after the war, but has grown to very large proportions. Of course it was a great convenience to be able to go to a store and buy what one wanted, or to send a servant with an order to have the thing charged. The result, however, was that wants increased, and a great deal was bought that was not really needed.

I remember reading a story about this. One neighbor said to another, in a sort of boastful way: "I have made arrangements, with a merchant, by which I can get whatever I need on my farm, all through the year, without paying any cash." "How did you do that?" asked the other neighbor. "Why, I just gave him a 'crap lien,'" answered the first neighbor. "What is a crap lien?" asked neighbor number two. "O, it's nothing but a promise to pay, at the end of the year, when the crop is gathered," said neighbor number one. "I believe," said neighbor number two, "I had rather pay the cash, for what I am obliged to have, and do without what I can't pay the cash for," said neighbor number two. "O, you are an old fogy," retorted neighbor number one. "My motto is, while we live let us live." "That's my motto, too," said neighbor number two; "and while I am living I had rather keep out of debt. That 'crap lien,' you tell me about, may be a dangerous thing after all, instead of a blessing. At any rate, I wish you would let me know at the end of the year how it worked."

As a matter of course, neighbor number one, who had given the crop lien, traded extensively—and so did the family—they got such things as they severely wanted, all the time feeling highly elated over the fact that they had such good credit.

At the winding up of the year the crap lien began to draw, and it kept on drawing. It drew all the cotton and the corn, the wheat and the oats, the shucks, the hay and the fodder, the horses and the mules, the cows, the hogs and the poultry, the farm utensils and the wagons, the carriage and the buggy; and, not being satisfied with its drawing outside, it drew the household and kitchen furniture, and as neighbor number one, in sadness explained to neighbor number two, it didn't quit drawing until it got the table, the plates and the dishes, the cups and the saucers, the knives and the forks, and, when it had gotten everything else, it reached for the dish rag, and wiped up the whole concern, not leaving even a grease spot.

I think they must be using that same old "crap lien" yet; for very often I see an auction going on in front of a store, and I notice that the horses, mules, wagons, buggies, plows, hoes and rakes, baskets and buckets, and every old thing, is put up for sale. Some people don't seem to care; but it does seem to me it's paying too dear for the whistle to give "crap lien" prices for things which might be made at home, and then have to give up what has been made, at the end of the year. But, that will continue to be so, as long as farmers buy their meat in Chicago, their hay in Kentucky, and their corn and wheat from the Northwest and depend solely on cotton or tobacco to foot all the bills. A people who run in debt for meat and bread all the year can't expect to have much in the fall.

I wonder sometimes, when I read of the dealings of men with men—how the better-informed take the advantage of the ignorant, and how the rich take the advantage of the poor; I say, I wonder, if they have ever read the golden rule, which Jesus said, was the "law and the prophets."
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